
Strong Bulls: PRGO, LLY, RYLB, NRBO

Honorable Mentions: MXC, TELL, BOIL,   
UNG, OBE, CEI

Black Ink Econ Ltd.

This week my focus returns to Oil and Nat Gas again, as we had the spike from Nat Gas just before 
Halloween and its been relatively quiet (other than Mondays) since.  We are still in the middle of Winter, 
and if there's a storm or cold snap in the East Coast again before the end of December we should see some 
upwards price pressure on Nat Gas.  Having said that DO NOT FORGET about Spring Contract Season, when 
prices are artificially brought down from the deal making between producers and users of Nat Gas for the 
coming summer months.  So we do not want to get caught in a situation where we have to wait out the 
Summer for the next winter price spikes.  It certainly wont work out well in an ETF with the fees associated, 
so we need to be vigilant!

Crypto has suffered a major catastrophic event, by the collapse of FTX.  Those who missed the news would 
probably find it somewhat amusing, if not very interesting, how Sam Fried managed to lose 11 billion 
dollars in 48 hours due to the collapse of FTX.  That brought a lot of prices down for many cryptos, including 
Ether and Bitcoin, which started their recovery end of last week.  While I am not feeling bullish at all about 
crypto right now, the market probably over reacted a little bit to the news and the over-correction could be 
fun to capture.  CLSK is a top idea when it comes to crypto for me, but there are lots of other very volatile 
tickers in this space (CAN, MARA, RIOT, GREE, ARBK, just to name a few). 

This week I plan on using the CatalystCalendar.io a lot, as there are not as many predictable catalysts this 
week that are going to be sector-wide.  Oil and Nat Gas maybe, and crypto if there's a sudden hot streak in 
bitcoin.  I also plan on zeroing in on a few large and mid cap tickers that are oversold and have an options 
chain that can lead to higher returns than their common counterparts.  You will see quite a few ideas below 
that are mid and large caps (as has been a reoccurring pattern in the last few weeks).  The large and mid 
caps still use the same technicals, you just adjust the profit goal (down to 5-8% if you play commons, but 
potentially astronomical if you play the right calls at the right time.  The Discord group has been full of 
ideas like this, I HIGHLY recommend folks join if they haven't yet (it's free)!

No information expressed or distributed by Black Ink Economics constitutes investment, trading, or financial advice.  Black Ink Economics 
mission is to educate people on how to trade and to further their clients knowledge as to the workings of the financial markets and 
technical indicators.  Any information presented or distributed by Black Ink Economics is for education and entertainment purposes only.  

Hello again!

Last week was a lot of fun.  Singles Day took a while to form 
the runs we have caught in years past but DUO paid early 
and often, DAO and JXJT held their own, and TANH made 
waves for us!  One thing different about this year than 
previous years, is on Friday the Chinese government 
SPECIFIED how they would loosen the covid 
restrictions, which propelled them to higher levels and set 
the stage for a longer bull run in China-exposed stocks.  Small 
caps are going to be hit or miss, but some of the larger 
companies will be worth checking out this week!

Swings & Bullish Setups
-For the week of Nov 14, 2022-

www.CatalystCalendar.IO
www.blackinkeconomics.com



Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range .76-.80
Initial Stop Loss Idea .64-.67
1st, 2nd, et. PTs (Resistance) 1.15-1.30++
Risk Medium
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
TTMTrend DPO_MOBO TTMScalper/PPS

RandomWalk AccumulationDist

Relative Vol St Dev

Williams %R

MACD
TTMWave:Bbands

Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range 7.30-7.40
Initial Stop Loss Idea 6.69-6.89
1st, 2nd, et. PTs (Resistance) 8.05-8.35, 8.85+
Risk Medium
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
PPS/TTMScalper Relative Vol St Dev TTMTrend

MACD DPO_MOBO Williams %R

TTMWave:Bbands
RandomWalk

giving us an idea of at least what is possible with this one.  The techs that aren't here yet are probably 
This hit the Swings n Scalps scanner on Friday, and I liked the range we have seen over the last 90 days, 

Overall Consensus: Bullish

Overall Consensus: Delayed Bullish

worth waiting for, the TTMTrend is still red, which means sellers were offering their shares lower Friday.

Technical Analysis

red Monday morning.  I will wait to see bullish confirmation from QS techs or futures being green. 

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 
1 simplified picture.

The mixed techs do worry me a bit.  But the Williams is still over -50, which could bode well for Monday. 
Based on the limited upside in commons, I will probably look at calls for this, and I won't buy if futures are 

Technical Analysis

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 
1 simplified picture.



Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range 2.75-2.80
Initial Stop Loss Idea 2.59-2.64
1st, 2nd, et. PTs (Resistance) 3.05, 3.25-3.35+
Risk Medium
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
TTMScalper MACD PPS, TTMTrend

DPO_MOBO AccumulationDist

RandomWalk Relative Vol St Dev

Williams %R
TTMWave:Bbands

Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range .47-.50
Initial Stop Loss Idea .44 w/ avg down)
1st, 2nd, et. PTs (Resistance) .63-.65, .75+
Risk Medium/High
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
PPS TTMScalper TTMTrend

MACD Williams %R

DPO_MOBO TTMWave:Bbands
RandomWalk

Overall Consensus: Delayed Bullish

the downside with the SL within the suggested range (I use a price alarm and MANUAL exits, not a real SL).

RSI signal (which is basically the same as tracking the Williams in this case).  While it wasn't on a scanner,
I like the easy previous support/resistance lines that I see, and the potential upside is much larger than 

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 
1 simplified picture.

Technical Analysis

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 
1 simplified picture.

The techs here are a little deceiving.  The "neutral" techs are shifting the wrong direction according to 

This was on a watchlist I created Thursday of "oversold" tickers that ended up showing the improving 

their trajectories, hence the "delay."  Having said that, this was the other one from the oversold watchlist 
that had improving RSI by the end of the week.  I plan on being patient with this, and may not play it. 

Overall Consensus: Bullish

Technical Analysis



Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range 32.50-32.80
Initial Stop Loss Idea 31.6-59-31.99
1st, 2nd, et. PTs (Resistance) 34.50, 36.00+
Risk Medium
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
DPO_MOBO TTMTrend

TTMScalper/PPS

AccumulationDist

Relative Vol St Dev

MACD
RandomWalk -----> TTMWave:Bbands

Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range 352-354
Initial Stop Loss Idea 337.49-339.49
1st, 2nd, et. PTs (Resistance) 360.00, 368.00+
Risk Medium
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
TTMWave:Bbands TTMScalper/PPS

AccumulationDist
Relative Vol St Dev

MACD, DPO_MOBO

RandomWalk

the last two days cutting each other in line and offering the ask more often in order to secure a position
(as shown by the consecutive BLUE TTMTrend arrows).  I probably look at calls Monday morning. 

Technical Analysis

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 

As promised, here is one of those larger companies that I narrowed in on during my research this 
weekend.  They had a round Earnings report, but by the end of Friday, traders were piling in, having spent

Overall Consensus: Strong Bullish

Technical Analysis

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 
1 simplified picture.

from LLY, which is ridiculous at its face.  But that didn't stop traders from panic selling this down.  I am 
Here is proof that traders act like lemmings.  A FAKE Twitter account posted that insulin would be free 

1 simplified picture.

100% certain they will NOT be giving away free insulin.  I will grab some calls and scalp em Monday. 

Overall Consensus: Strong Bullish



Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range 5.49-5.60
Initial Stop Loss Idea 4.79-4.84
1st, 2nd, et. PTs (Resistance) 6.85-7.05, 8.00+
Risk Medium
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
TTMTrend TTMScalper PPS

TTMWave:Bbands Relative Vol St Dev

AccumulationDist

Williams %R
MACD, DPO_MOBO

RandomWalk

Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range 3.05-3.20
Initial Stop Loss Idea 2.89-2.94
1st, 2nd, et. PTs (Resistance) 3.65, 3.90, 4.35+
Risk Medium
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
Williams %R TTMTrend PPS/TTMScalper

TTMWave:Bbands Relative Vol St Dev

RandomWalk AccumulationDist

MACD, DPO_MOBO

that is where I would peg that there's some algorithm support, buying that level.  Meanwhile, demand 

Overall Consensus: Delayed Bullish
This one did a pattern where it signaled the low it wanted to hit (2.95) as a single red candle, and then 
slowly dwindled back down over the next couple days.  With that 2.94 having been hit a couple times, 

variables are showing Market Makers and larger pockets showing interest in buying this recent dip. 

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 
1 simplified picture.

Technical Analysis

Overall Consensus: Strong Bullish

Technical Analysis

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 
1 simplified picture.

other low float Chinese tickers Monday, it could give one an opportunity to grab a little lower than the 
ask or current price. It's one of the more recent massive runners in the sector, a prime Singles Day target.

This one usually has a wide spread between the bid and ask, and if it isn’t taking off premarket with 



Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range 45.70-46.70
Initial Stop Loss Idea 42.89-43.29
1st, 2nd, et. PTs (Resistance) 52.50-55.00, 60+
Risk Medium
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
TTMTrend TTMWave:Bbands PPS/TTMScalper

Williams %R RandomWalk Relative Vol St Dev
AccumulationDist

MACD, DPO_MOBO

Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range 1.25-1.32
Initial Stop Loss Idea 1.09-1.14
1st, 2nd, et. PTs (Resistance) 1.50-1.70, 1.95+
Risk HIGH!
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
Relative Vol St Dev PPS/TTMScalper

AccumulationDist TTMTrend

Williams %R
MACD, DPO_MOBO

TTMWave:Bbands

RandomWalk

Overall Consensus: Delayed Bullish

Overall Consensus: Strong Bullish
Notice that even though this is a "Strong" bullish signal, I have it listed as HIGH risk.  This is one of the 

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 
1 simplified picture.

Technical Analysis

highest shorted stocks in the market right now, and it has been all over the place in recent days.  I would 
love to grab some here before the next short squeeze, as it looks to be getting ready to try one on…

The delay here is almost more aspirational then probable.  I won't be playing this if its taking off early and 
I have missed an entry closer to the bottom.  I just don't want to chase it.  But if it happens to give a dip 
to the desired entry range, I will probably grab some calls when the techs shift bullish again after that. 

Technical Analysis

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 
1 simplified picture.


